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Quiz 21
Truth or BS

1. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

2. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

3. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

4. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

5. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

6. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

7. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

8. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

9. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

10. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

11. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

12. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

13. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

14. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

15. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

1. The referee for the 1878 FA Cup Final was named Segar Bastard

2. The first woman elected to the British parliament represented Sinn Féin

3. Jerry Springer was born in a London Tube Station during World War II

4. In 1495, the Spanish mixed Lepers' blood with wine to give to the French

5. In the month after Marilyn Monroe killed herself, there was a 12% jump in the US suicide rate

6. Neanderthals hunted and ate pigeons

7. The first Churchill Insurance Mascot was a bulldog called Lucas who was sacked for refusing to hold 
a phone in his mouth

8. In the 1980s, a Korean company tried to buy unwanted dogs from American animal shelters to 
turn them into soup

9. Hyenas have a sense of humour

10. Crushed-up Egyptian mummies were used in paintings and drunk as a health cure

11. When the man who made Frisbees popular, Walter Fred Morrison died in 2002, he had his ashes 
mixed with plastic to make several Frisbees

12. Some people's sweat is coloured bright yellow, blue, or green

13. A US 'Ugly Law' banning people with severe disfigurement or disabilities from going out in public or 
face being arrested was not repealed until the 1970s

14. It is impossible for a hamster to get drunk

15. The ancient Greek name for the giraffe was the 'camelopard' because it was believed to be the 
offspring of a camel and a leopard
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Quiz 21
Truth or BS

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True

6. True
7. True
8. BS
9. BS
10. True

11. True
12. True
13. True
14. True
15. True

1. The referee for the 1878 FA Cup Final was named Segar Bastard

2. The first woman elected to the British parliament represented Sinn Féin

3. Jerry Springer was born in a London Tube Station during World War II

4. In 1495, the Spanish mixed Lepers' blood with wine to give to the French

5. In the month after Marilyn Monroe killed herself, there was a 12% jump in the US suicide rate

6. Neanderthals hunted and ate pigeons

7. The first Churchill Insurance Mascot was a bulldog called Lucas who was sacked for refusing to hold 
a phone in his mouth

8. In the 1980s, a Korean company tried to buy unwanted dogs from American animal shelters to 
turn them into soup

9. Hyenas have a sense of humour

10. Crushed-up Egyptian mummies were used in paintings and drunk as a health cure

11. When the man who made Frisbees popular, Walter Fred Morrison died in 2002, he had his ashes 
mixed with plastic to make several Frisbees

12. Some people's sweat is coloured bright yellow, blue, or green

13. A US 'Ugly Law' banning people with severe disfigurement or disabilities from going out in public or 
face being arrested was not repealed until the 1970s

14. It is impossible for a hamster to get drunk

15. The ancient Greek name for the giraffe was the 'camelopard' because it was believed to be the 
offspring of a camel and a leopard
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